Flexible and Efficient SAP Cloud Migration
A secure virtual cloud hosting solution for your business
Build and manage your SAP in the cloud with modernization, management, operational, and advisory
services from Sphere Software. Migrating to the cloud allows for more flexibility and efficiency, all
while reducing the costs and risks of running your business.
Benefits of Cloud Migration
Running your SAP in the cloud poses numerous benefits for your organization during this crucial
growth period. Operating in the cloud means you can access business data on-the-go, anywhere in
the world with no fault. The system is scalable, and can be tailored to fit the specific needs of your
company. Maintenance and hardware costs are no longer an issue with Sphere as your offshore
provider. With more than a decade of experience, Sphere Services can provide you with industryspecific cloud solutions -- making you more flexible, competitive, and reducing overall risk.

Cloud Migration
and Hosting Process
Sphere provides end-toend cloud and migration
hosting services, giving
you the ability to grow
your organization fast and
efficiently. Our private cloud
is highly secure, giving you
the confidence to migrate
your SAP applications.

Modernization
SAP Services
Operational

Management

Advisory

SOFTWARE & MOBILE DEVELOPMENT • ATLASSIAN EXPERT
DEVOPS ENGINEERING • TEAM AUGMENTATION

From business intelligence and analytics to
implementations and operations, Sphere will be by
your side during phases of planning, building, and
managing your SAP in the cloud.

SAP Solutions
Sphere will enhance your existing applications with
performance optimization tools, provide custom
development and lifecycle management solutions,
and take an industry-specific approach to best fit
your needs.

With some of the industry’s leading
consultants in SAP and cloud migration,
Sphere understands how important
it is for your organization to harness
the versatility of the cloud. Scaling at a
minimal cost, however, is also just as
important. This is why we provide our
services as a pay-as-you-go package,
giving you the opportunity to choose only
the services you need.
You can manage of the payment of these
services with either a fixed cost allocation
or based off your consumption. Either
way, you’ll get to tap into Sphere’s global
capacity for business expansion, enable
a hosting environment for both SAP
and non-SAP applications, and receive
complete lifecycle management and
support.
Sphere will work with you to determine
the right fit.

ERP Migration and Hosting
•

We apply industry-leading
accelerators that deliver fast
innovation with minimal risk.

•

Multiple disaster recovery
options for backing up your
business-crucial data.

•

SAP Basis support for system
logs, team coordination, and
acting as the glue for your IT
team.

•

Private cloud hosting for
maximum security.

•

Using cloud resources to
conduct routine tests.

•

Full support for both existing

Our Cloud Services, Clearly Defined
We are fully transparent with the features of our cloud migration and hosting services for your SAP
applications. This includes:
Modernization
•

Providing oversight of transition to the cloud, ensuring a smooth implementation.

•

Offer proprietary templates for cloud hosting, giving you the power to scale at your own pace.

•

Testing existing SAP environment before moving to the cloud.

Operational
•

HA clusters will reliably support your applications.

•

Numerous disaster recovery and restore options.

•

Encrypted backup for peace of mind.

Management
•

We offer round-the-clock support for all your SAP applications.

Advisory
•

Clearly defined ROI after cloud migration.

•

Assessment and application of which cloud migration option best suits your industry and
organization.

